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Abstract
This thesis presents the design of a secondary school in the township of Emzinoni
Mpumalanga. The thesis challenges the current school building morphology in terms of
spatial layout and tectonics, with the intent of providing multi-use facilities accessible to
both the school pupils and the surrounding community. The selected site in Emzinoni,
like many township areas in South Africa, is almost devoid of any civic or public
buildings or services, just the endless sprawl of small residential units and shacks with
the random school rising two storeys above the surrounding context. With the large
capital expenditure of building a new school, this project endeavours to show a school
that is more than a facility for learning or imparting knowledge; a school that can be the
centre of the community and a neighbourhood activity hub, providing services and
activities to the total community, to benefit all. The school will provide facilities for 800
learners with additional multi-use facilities to facilitate interaction with the surrounding
neighbourhood. Provision is made for classrooms, administration and standard school
services. The school hall and a library form the main multi-use facilities with selected
classrooms and technical classrooms used as adult education facilities and workshops,
further integrating the school into the community. This school typology is intended as a
prototype for township schools, envisioned in areas where community facilities are
lacking and a new node in the community is needed. The school uses a village
typology with hierarchical courtyards with similar uses grouped together to form
clusters that are connected to each other with walkways that visually connect the
clusters. The walkways are wide and act as circulation arteries and interaction corridors
that bring life to the courtyards. The edges of the school creates transition spaces and
gathering places to facilitate interaction with the community. This project at its core
seeks to challenge existing South-African school precedents of isolated, enclosed
facilities that can only full-fill one function at a time and lie unused for many hours of
the day. The project also seeks out alternative building practices to improve the
efficiency and sustainability of the school buildings. By incorporating low cost, passive
sustainable measures an improved learning environment, reduced running and life
cycle cost can be provided.
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Introduction
1.1.

Outline brief

This thesis presents the design of a secondary school in the township of Emzinoni, in
Mpumalanga. The thesis challenges the current school building morphology in terms of
spatial layout and tectonics, with the intent of providing multi-use facilities that are
accessible to the school pupils, as well as the surrounding community. The school will
provide facilities for 800 pupils with additional multi-use facilities in which to facilitate
interaction with the community. The design provides for classrooms, and administration
and standard school services. The main multi-use facilities include a library and a
school hall, and selected classrooms and technical classrooms are used as adult
education facilities and workshops, further integrating the school into the community.
The school typology is the intended prototype for township schools in areas where
community facilities are lacking.

Fig. 1.1: Secondary school in Emzinoni (by Author)

At its core, this project seeks to challenge existing South African school precedents of
isolated, enclosed facilities that can only accommodate one function at a time, and lie
unused for many hours during the day. It also seeks to challenge existing school
morphology, seeking out alternative building practices to improve the overall
effectiveness and sustainability of school buildings. Providing low-cost, low-tech,
passive sustainable measures afford township schools an improved learning
environment, reduced life cycle and running cost.
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1.2.

Township schools reconceived

South Africa has an abundance of energy and opportunities that, too often, seem
overlooked. This is never more apparent than in the townships spread throughout the
country. More often than not, literature focuses on the ills of apartheid that brought
about in forming these large, mono-use, separated communities. Merely focusing on
these ill-conceived ideas of the past almost ensures overlooking the opportunities that
have emerged since. Most townships have the following characteristics that should be
used to benefit the people of the community:
•

High density residential areas.

•

Predominantly pedestrian movement.

•

Low private car ownership. (this is changing and needs to be accommodated)

•

High public transport usage.

•

Vibrant community life, where the street forms part of the home.

In recent times, some new townships ventures have started using these characteristics
to help shape, activate and integrate developmentally beneficial projects into
communities. Large, notable townships like Soweto, Mamelodi, and Khayelitsha, which
are located close to the main metropolitan areas, have received the bulk of these
projects that integrate public space and facilities into the main development.

Fig. 1.2: Kuyasa Transport Interchange, Khayelitsha (by Meyer+Vorster Architects)
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The Kuyasa Transport Interchange and the Soweto Theatre are two examples of public
building projects in townships. The common thread, which connects these two projects,
is the concept of engagement and interaction with the community. The purpose of both
projects was creating a gathering place for the wider community, as well as a future
urban node, acting as a catalyst for development in the area.

Fig. 1.3: Soweto Theatre (by Afritects)

Townships that located close to small towns, or are too far removed from urban
centres, have not been fortunate enough to have access to such developments. These
townships do not lack the opportunity for such development, but rather, are so rural
that any development focuses on the most basic needs of the community and often
overlook the opportunity for projects that can further improve the quality of life of the
whole community.
Schools are often the only form of public building in the area, and yet, designs do not
incorporate the opportunity for multi-use facilities despite the obvious advantages.
Township schools are still implemented as single-use, isolated structures that only
serve the fortunate few who attend school. This presents an opportunity to reconsider
township schools, to benefit the whole community.

1.3.

Community integrated schools

Considering the large capital expenditure associated with building a new school in a
rural township, the school could be used as more than a single-use facility. This project
endeavours to present a school that functions as more than a facility for learning or
imparting knowledge; a school that can to be the centre of community life and a
neighbourhood activity hub, providing services and activities to the entire community.
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1.4.

New schools, a move in the right direction

Education is a global topic that frequently receives attention, and educational
architecture is no different. However, a great deal of the focus is on the latest
architectural trends and technologies, which are expensive to implement and are often
out of reach for most schools, especially in third world countries. This means that new
architectural trends and ideas for basic education buildings are not so prevalent. This is
however changing for the better, with top architectural practices from all over the world
contributing to the search for solutions.
Three specific projects that share some or most of the following core characteristics are
listed and discussed below:

•

•

Schools designed for multi-use occupancy

•

Schools as space-making entities in the community

•

Use of local materials for construction, contributing to lower building costs

•

Passive solar systems, and natural ventilation systems

•

Revitalising projects that give character to neighbourhoods

•

Schools as urban nodes, not as an isolated facility

The International School of Hout Bay: Luis Mira Architects, StudioMAS and
Sergio Aguilar (South Africa)

This latest addition to the Hout Bay area was in the planning and making for many
years. The final product easily establishes a connection with the site and surrounds.
The barn typology acknowledges the original buildings on the site, and the use of
materials, textures and colour pallets of the region instantly feeling harmonises the
building with its context. Courtyards between the linear buildings create sheltered
spaces close the noisy road nearby (Luis Mira Architects et al., 2014).

Fig. 1.4: International School of Hout Bay (by Wieland Gleich)
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•

Ny Krohnborg School: Arkitektgruppen Cubus AS, Rambøll Norge (Norway).

The addition to the existing Krohnborg School not only added the needed programme
to the school, but also improved the immediate neglected neighbourhood, revitalising
the area and forming a new urban node with gathering places and activities for the
residents. The additions and integrated landscaping create a raised square that
connects the school to the street on two edges, with a multitude of spaces (Cubus AS
& Rambøll Norge, 2014).

Fig. 1.5: Ny Krohnborg School (by Hundven-Clements Photography)

•

Beykoz School Complex: Ziya Imren Architects (Istanbul).

The winning competition entry for the new Beykoz School Complex, from Ziya Imren
Architects, once again illustrates that a school can be used as an urban space maker.
Large public squares connect the school to the community. Although the scale of this
school is unusually large, the spaces still open onto courtyards. The school consists of
large open podiums that essentially act as courtyards by remaining a contained space,
even if the building encloses only one edge of the space. The series of connected
podiums allows for controlled, supervised spaces with a visual connection to the
surrounding countryside (Rosenfield & Karissa, 2014).

Fig. 1.6: Beykoz School Complex (by Ziya Imren Architects)

Schools that place multi-use, community-integrated facilities within reach of the
community, and create gathering places for the community, will have a much larger
impact on the community than simply educating children. Such facilities improve the
quality of life of the people in the community.
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1.5.

Research and design strategy

This thesis makes use of a qualitative research methodology, focusing on historical
information, contextual issues, and case studies. Information is mainly gathered from
published literary sources. Decision-making and the setting out of a framework for new
township school typologies is informed by analyses of existing school precedents of
traditional, as well as emerging, community-integrated school typologies.
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2. Issues of Concern
2.1.

Issue 1: A new typology for township schools
2.1.1. Uplifting the community.

Most current and traditional schools provide only the most basic infrastructure, which
provides for the education of the learners of the school. Schools are generally fenced
off and gated for the safety of the pupils. Consequently, large, maintained sport fields
and facilities remain underutilised. Students occupy schools between 7:00 and 14:00,
after which the gates are closed and locked until the next day. The lack of services and
the wide array of needs in most townships could greatly benefit from services that
school facilities could offer. Current typologies of schools and the need for pupil safety
must be reconsidered in order to unlock the opportunity for an integrated community
facility.
2.1.2. Current situation
Educational facilities are a priority throughout South Africa and the rest of the continent.
However, the latest publication of the minimum uniform norms and standards for public
school infrastructure proves that current educational facilities generally only focus on
providing basic educational infrastructure (South Africa, 2013). While this long-overdue
document is essential, it only addresses the basic minimum requirements of school
infrastructure, and imparts that schools only need conform to the minimum
requirements by 2030. The schools are considered isolated infrastructures, and it
would appear that projects that consider and involve the wider community only emerge
with guidance from design teams, who work on projects with corporate funding.
Because the majority of schools are government-funded, this situation will only improve
once the government implements legislated norms and standard practices that favour
involving the community. Unfortunately, this is not currently the case.
The situation is not much different in other countries around the world; however, it is
addressed from a different perspective. Full-service community schools are instituted in
the United States of America. These schools focus on building a relationship between
the school and the community by making the school available as a community hub for
families. The system does not only focus on the education of learners, but also
broadens the objectives of traditional public schools by focusing on an holistic
integrated approach, incorporating health and social services, youth development, and
family support. This system focuses on the administrative and managerial issues of
incorporating public bodies and services into the existing school systems and
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infrastructure. Managing and planning the usage and distribution of the recourses and
facilities allows for improved use of the infrastructure. Dryfoos and Maguire (2002)
strongly advocate the appointment of a full-time facilitator to coordinate and manage
public interactions, allowing the principal and staff of the school to focus on academics.
2.1.3. Old School, New School Typologies
A lot of the research and efforts made as regards community-integrated schools, focus
on the management aspect of interaction between the school and the community, as
most of the schools are existing. This research shows that the building typology alone
will not overcome the issues of integration of schools into communities, but only
facilitate improved integration. As a result, constant facilitation and management of the
interactions is necessary for successful long-term integration.
Old School
Existing schools in three areas namely Mamelodi (Pretoria) Soweto (Johannesburg)
and Khayelitsha (Cape Town) are analysed to inform the following drawings. The aim
of the analysis is to understand how the schools, which are mostly isolated from the
community, relate to the surrounding context and what the spatial composition is. Two
models have been identified; one is used mainly for primary schools and the other for
secondary schools (general application, but not exclusively so).

Fig. 2.1: Primary and secondary school layout diagram (author)
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Secondary School

Primary School
Fig. 2.2: Primary and secondary school cross section (author)

The main difference between the two layout of primary and secondary school is the
manner and degree in which the courtyards are enclosed. In a primary school setting,
safety and supervision of the pupils is paramount, consequently necessitating fully
enclosed courtyard spaces that are easier to control and supervise. In secondary
schools, supervision is not as important, allowing for open-ended courtyards. The
layout formula for the rest of the building is very similar. The schools are fenced-off,
with a main entrance dominated by vehicles and a parking area. Many schools do not
have an enclosed school hall and often use a larger central courtyard for gatherings.
New School
The Mankgaile Primary School (Fig. 2.3 & 2.4) by Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen
Architects, was completed in 2006. The projects was funded by PetroSA, and replaced
a group of dilapidated buildings in a rural village outside of Polokwane, in Limpopo. The
project focuses on creating a landmark facility in the village, effectively generating the
school, the village community centre, and place of gathering (Grieco, 2011).
The school has a formal and symmetrical layout to emphasise it public and civic role.
The classrooms are arranged around private courtyards, and the main hall is accessed
from the main courtyard (Fig. 2.4), which makes it ideal for large community gatherings.
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Fig. 2.3: Mankgaile Primary School (by SAOTA)

Fig. 2.4: Mankgaile Primary School (by SAOTA)

Mankgaile Primary School demonstrates that a school can be a vibrant community hub.
The typology of the building has made the facilities more accessible to the community,
and the school has become more than a mere education facility; it has become a
gathering place for the community.
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2.1.4. Principles considered for incorporation
The typologies of the different schools are generally not dissimilar, but a few crucial
alterations to the existing formula creates a completely different typology. The one
typology being isolated and enclosed and the other open and approachable,
connecting to the community. The aspects incorporated into the proposed design
include the following:
The school should have a civic status within the community, achieved through
scale, materials, and spatial composition.
The infrastructure intended for both school and public use must be accessible and
identifiable.
Private school facilities should be grouped together, generally forming courtyards
that are not directly connected to the public spaces.
Multiple courtyards allow for different uses of the same facilities to occur
simultaneously. Typically, a public gathering space is connected to the intended
multi-use space, with the rest of the school divided into manageable, supervised
clusters that can be used by the school or by other parties as the grouped facilities
can be used independently.
School buildings should become the boundary between public and private,
eliminating the need for fenced areas and allowing for open, accessible, and
functional public space.
The success of the public programmes and interactions amounts to how well they
are planned and facilitated. The programme must allow for additional infrastructure
(office and storage space), to allow for the need for additional organisational staff.
These spaces should be allowed public access.

Fig. 2.5: Principles visually defined (author)
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2.2.

Issue 2: Creating public space in a township
2.2.1. Improving the quality of life

It is unnecessary to stipulate or explore the unfortunate living conditions and lack of
basic services in many South African townships and informal settlements. Many of the
numerous problems in these areas have come about due to the last 50 years of
political and planning ideologies that have been enforced on them. These ideologies
have shaped mono-functional settlements that have spatially separated living, working
and recreational areas within the townships, and separated the townships from their
regional context. (CSIR: Chapter 2).

Fig. 2.6: SOWETO (by Matt-80, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soweto)

The dawn of the new South Africa saw the government make undoing the effects of
apartheid ideologies, a priority. In terms of policy, the Urban Development Framework
(South Africa, 1997) calls for the physical, social and economic integration of towns
and cities, and focuses on the need for high-density, compact and mixed-use
settlements.
One of the biggest differences between townships and larger urban areas is that the
majority of township residents are pedestrians, with low private motor vehicle
ownership. The two areas are treated similarly in terms of spatiality. Motor vehicles
(whether for public transport or privately owned) are the dominant concern and guiding
spatial design generator. In townships, the Township environments must be
pedestrian-scaled, with public spatial environments as the highest level of social
infrastructure. In pedestrian-oriented communities, the quality of the public spatial
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environment directly affects the quality of life. The focus on pedestrians and public
space in these environments requires that all public spaces, particularly streets be
viewed as public space. (CSIR: Chapter 2).
2.2.2. Successful public spaces
It is essential for socio-economic stimulus, offering opportunity, enhanced economic
interaction and a platform for social activity and gathering, that architectural
interventions shape public spaces (Gottsmann & Osman, 2010). However, it is often
more difficult to define the qualities required of the architectural intervention.
The CSIR (2000:Chapter 2) sets out a framework for achieving positively performing
settlement with a set of performance qualities. These settlement framework qualities
are very applicable to the provision of new public spaces within existing townships.
These qualities guide decision-making, resulting in appropriate solutions on an urban
and site-specific scale:
•

Opportunity generation
People move to settlements because of improved economic, social, cultural,
and recreational opportunities, affected by the higher concentration of people.
The ability to generate opportunity is not solely determined by the number of
people, but also by the ordering and construction of the built fabric. Factors that
influence the creation of opportunities include:

•

o

Densification and intensification.

o

Multi-use for cross-pollination and mutual benefit.

Convenience
Convenient urban environments, allow for quick, easily accomplished daily
activities, as opposed to environments that decrease choice, impose on
lifestyles, and increase costs. Access is the basis for a convenient settlement,
and should be considered in terms of modes of movement. Pedestrian
movement has been identified as the most common and primary mode of
movement. Not all activities are catered for within walking distance; this is never
truer than in townships. Therefore, motorised movement, particularly public
transport, becomes the more convenient option.
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•

Choice
Positively performing settlements offer a diverse range of activities, lifestyles,
and interaction opportunities; residents can choose whether, and to what extent
they want to engage in social activity.

•

Equal access
Equal access affects easy public access to public facilities, for all, and is most
effectively achieved by integrating public facilities into movement systems.

•

Quality of place
Quality of place refers to places of significance within the community. Such
places are called so because of their location, high accessibility, and special
significance because of their defining role in the community. They shape lasting
impressions, as well as the character of the community. The social events and
rituals that they accommodate strengthen their significance. They can become
the living room of the community.

•

Sustainability
Sustainability is viewed in two main dimensions. The first relates to the
relationship between the natural and built environments. The second relates to
the timeless quality of the settlement.
o

Natural sustainability relates to the use of resources: land, water,
energy, and the reuse and treatment of waste.

o

The timeless quality of a settlement relates to how a development
accommodates growth and change over time. The three main
characteristics include:


Pedestrian scaled environments



A structural order that allows for logical reinterpretation by
consecutive generations



Well-defined, generously made public spaces that identify the
importance of public spaces.
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2.2.3. Principles to be incorporated for successful public space
The following principles guides the proposed project and the surrounding support
services, which together, will improve the envisaged project goal of a new integrated
school. The principles also support and directly influence one another when fully
integrated:
•

Densification/ intensification/ cross-pollination.
Densification, intensification and cross-pollination are mutually beneficial
principles. By having an area with a high density of facilities and pedestrian with
access, an intensified area of activity generates cross-pollination for all
services.

•

Convenient pedestrian and public transport interaction.
Improving the accessibility to different modes of transport, and placing them in a
convenient location within the community, increases the use and quality of life
for users

•

Choice of interaction opportunities.
Providing different scales and types of public spaces gives the users a choice of
the level and type of interactions they want to engage in.

•

Integrate movement systems and facilities

•

Pedestrian scaled environments
Vehicular traffic is given prominence in townships, even though the majority of
movement is pedestrian based. Prominence should be given to pedestrian
movement, by allowing safe and easy passage for pedestrians.

•

Robust infrastructure.
The infrastructure must be able to evolve with the needs of the users. By
providing a framework within which many different services can occur, the
infrastructure remains relevant as the use changes over time.

•

High quality public space
Pubic space must provide more that simple open space between different
facilities. High quality public space is inviting, and allows different uses and
comfortable interaction for users and passers-by.
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2.3.

Issue 3: Bioclimatic design for schools
2.3.1. Relevance and importance of the issue

Bioclimatic design encompasses a wide array of systems and design considerations
that affects the sustainability of the project through its implementation. This study
focuses on systems that can and should be used and implemented, specifically in
schools, and more importantly in public schools, where funds and knowledge required
for the upkeep and implementation of modern-technology driven systems, are not
always available. Systems that are appropriate to the specific geographical and climatic
region of the project are also identified.
Green architecture is a statement that regularly features in many architectural
publications. This is not extraordinary, as the world seeks to reduce the amount of
energy and materials that buildings consume, and improve the quality of life for its
occupants. Many sustainable systems used are added after construction has been
completed, and are not suited for the intended project or area. There are currently
many examples, from all over the world, of large corporations using sustainability as a
publicity tool, rather than a way of improving the sustainability of their buildings. Millions
of rands are spent on installing photovoltaic panels on roofs of corporate headquarters,
and this only to supply a fraction of the annual energy consumption of the building.
Greenwashing merely exacerbates sustainability issues. Systems and processes that
make the most difference in any project must be implemented from the inception of the
design and planning process.

2.3.2. Bioclimatic design and its goals.
The comfort of the user is one of the main aspects of building design, and governs
many design decisions. Unfortunately, contemporary comfort relies on energy intensive
heating and cooling systems, and even light needs to be supplemented with artificial
lighting (Thomas: Chapter 1). A project’s sustainable aspects must be clearly defined
from the inception of the design as sustainability cannot be applied at a later stage. The
two residences in figures 2.7 and 2.8, illustrates the validity of this argument. Both
architects state that sustainability was at the core of their designs, but the final products
show that the architects’ interpretation of what constitutes a sustainable design, are
vastly different.
In the case of Villa Kogelhof, the design utilises technology to make the interior climate
habitable, and the energy needed for these climate systems are generated on site, by
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means of solar PV panels and wind turbines, producing a residence that requires no
further energy from other sources (Paul de Ruiter Architects, 2013). The project by
José Luis Rodríguez Gil employs almost entirely passive systems that take the existing
climate and uses it to achieve a comfortable climate by manipulating the structure.
Allowing sun and wind to heat and cool the structure directly contrasts the systems
used in Villa Kogelhof (José Luis Rodríguez Gil, 2012). This residence also uses PV
panels to supply electricity, but as it does not use electricity to heat or cool the
structure, the energy demand significantly lower.
Passive systems for heating and cooling are ideal for the design of a school in a rural
area. They not require a high degree of technological know-how to use or maintain.
These systems also do not need electricity to function, further reducing the running
cost of the school, while improving indoor comfort.

Fig. 2.6: Villa Kogelhof / Paul de Ruiter architects (Jeroen Musch)

Fig. 2.7: House in Bioclimatic Experimental Urbanization / Estudio José Luis Rodríguez
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According to Gibberd (2009:Chapter 5) the envelope of a bioclimatic responsive
structure has the following characteristics that differ from conventional buildings:
•

Responsive: Bioclimatic building envelopes are designed to achieve the best
possible environments in and around the building, by responding to their local
context.

•

Controllable: Provide the user with greater control over his environment with
operable windows, controllable internal and external blinds and shading
devises, which regulate internal daylight quality and heat gain.

•

Dynamic: A dynamic envelope adapts to changing conditions to achieve
optimum conditions.

•

Microclimate: Microclimates are created next to the building by extending the
building envelope creating areas that influence the internal climate. For
instance, the creation of shaded areas next to the building will reduce the air
temperature and improve the effect of the natural ventilation system
2.3.3. Bioclimatic principles performance objectives.

The bioclimatic design of the proposed school must achieve the following performance
objectives.
Aspect
Daylight

Performance Objective
The envelope design ensures a minimum daylight
factor of 2,5% in all occupied areas. (200-300 Lux)

Ventilation

The envelope design ensures that a minimum
openable area of 5% of floor area is provided for
natural ventilation. Provide low and high level
openings.

Noise

Intrusive external noise must be controlled. Edge
building acoustics are specifically considered.

Air tightness

The building complies with SANS 204 as a
minimum requirement, window and door opening
air tightness is specifically addresses.
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Thermal Comfort

An internal temperature range of between 20°C
and 26°C provides a comfortable environment.

Insulation

Insulation values exceed the minimum outlined in
SANS 204.

Energy

The different aspects contribute to an energy
efficient structure, through an integrated envelope
design.

East & West Elevations

Windows on east and west elevations are designed
to reduce unwanted solar gain.

Openable windows

Openable windows are provided and are reachable
for users. A minimum of one opening per 5 running
meters of envelope.

Internal Blinds

Internal blinds to be provided in areas where
daylight control is needed: Digital classrooms
where daylight requirements may vary.

Water Harvesting

Rainwater from roofs and courtyards to be
harvested for re-use in irrigation of school grounds
and flushing of wc’s and urinals.

Cool Roofs

Roof to be constructed from a material with an
absorptance value of less than 0.55 (light colour
roof) with insulation to reduce heat gains.

Passive Environmental Control

Correctly sized and located openings and a
building envelope with a high thermal mass results
in a passively controlled environment.

Table compiled from (Gibberd: Chapter 5) & (SANS 204. 2011)
The aspects in the table influence one another in the sense that large glazed area are
good for daylighting, but large glazed areas can overheat a space through excessive
solar radiation entering the room. Thus the systems cannot be viewed in isolation but
as an integrated system that encompasses all the aspects to achieve a comfortable low
energy usage environment required for the school. For the detail design of the
envelope and calculations of the different aspects see
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3 Precedent Studies
3.1 Agenda for analysing the precedents
The precedents are analysed with specific focus on the spatial quality of the projects, in
respect of placing, organising and accommodating a public building in a township
context. There are three focus points for the analysis criteria:
•

Hierarchical space: How the spatial arrangement and edges of the building
complex improves interaction between the school and the surrounding
community.

•

Scale and legibility: How scale is used to improve the legibility of the building
complex within the neighbourhood context.

•

Robustness: How multi-use and adaptable facilities, and open space provides
robust amenities for long-term use, by different users, with diverse needs.

Many precedents have been evaluated, but only four have been chosen for this thesis.
Various contemporary European precedents illustrate the future of schools and
education in the 21st century, but the contexts within which the examples are situated,
are simply too far removed from the reality of township schools in South Africa, and
from the developing world.
The new Lebone ll college of the Royal Bafokeng, in South Africa present the best
practices in school facilities and green design. The design of the college has received
high praise from many fields, with nominations like the AfriSam SAIA Award for
Sustainable Architecture, where it was one of three schools nominated for
environmental and green issues in South Africa. Fortunately for this schools (and
others like it), it has funding, which is simply not realistic for general public schools.
However, Lebone II College shows what schools can offer when proper funding is
available.

Fig. 3.1: Lebone ll college of the Royal Bafokeng (Activate Architects)
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3.2 Precedent 1:
Day Care Centre, Delft South
Location: Delft, Cape Town, South Africa
Architects: Noero Wolff Architects
The Delft Day Care Centre is one of two day care centres on the Cape Flats, designed
by Noero Wolff Architects. Both centres follow the same design approach, even though
the site constraints posed different challenges. The facilities are structured around
central courtyards, with classrooms sheltering a private courtyard to one side and
offices, ablutions, and an adult education room shielding the main courtyard from the
street. The approach to the entrance of both centres, are parallel to the street, with a
ramp to the shaded entrance, which leads to the courtyard. These entrance ramps
create linear gathering spaces next to the street, which act as the threshold between
the public and private realms (Joubert, 2009:268).

Fig. 3.2: Spatial Layout plan & analysis (author)

Analysis: The precedent study focuses on the Delft Day Care Centre in more detail.
Hierarchical space: The corner stand is treated as communal space, with a seating
area that is used as a waiting area for transportation by the children, and people of the
community. The building forms a hard edge that shelters the internal courtyards from
the elements. The entrance has a canopy that extends over the communal seating
area, highlighting the entrance (Fig. 3.3).
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Fig. 3.3: Shaded main entrance with seating. (author)

Once users enter the premises, they are greeted by a courtyard with surrounding
walkways that lead to the service areas and classrooms. Covered walkways serve as a
connecting element. The private play area is placed so that visitors would need to
move through the courtyard and classrooms to reach the private play areas. This
improves the safety of these areas.
Scale and legibility: The centres are visible from a distance because of the colourful
brick piers that announces its presence. The single-storey structure uses plastered
areas of up to 1,5 meters, and colourful horizontal planes that wrap around the building
at eye level. Above this line, white bagged bricks mimic the mountains in the
surrounding landscape (Deckler et al., 2006:87)

Fig. 3.4: Street elevation (author)

Robustness: The classrooms are separated by movable walls, which allows for
different configurations of the classrooms. The walls slide to the exterior when open.
The adult education room is placed close to the entrance, to allow for easy access.
Important patterns from precedent:
•

Seated waiting area as public-private interface

•

Building as boundary/ hard edge

•

Covered walkways as connecting element

•

Hierarchical placement of open space ensuring privacy and security
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3.3 Precedent 2:
Early Childhood Development Centre
Location: Brown’s Farm, Philippi, South Africa
Architects: Kruger Roos Architects and Urban Designers
This building resulted from a competition for prototypical education facilities on the
Cape Flats, by the City of Cape Town. The site for the Early Childhood Development
Centre (ECD) is very similar to the context of the proposed site for this thesis. Joubert
(2009: 266) describes the context of the ECD centre as, “in the initial stages of an
urban settlement”, a statement that is fitting for many townships in South Africa that
have a sense of being of a temporary nature in a constant cycle of change. The centre
successfully establishes a civic structure that creates a sense of permanence, and
forms a meeting place in the community (Joubert, 2009:266)
Analysis:
Hierarchical space: The building forms a hard edge with the road but leaves seating
in the open square and along the road edge, for passers-by. The small public square
connects to the central courtyard through the main entrance tower. Functions are
connected with the walkway, which flanks the courtyard on two sides, forming a
sheltered courtyard.

Fig. 3.5: Spatial Layout plan & analysis (author)
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Scale and legibility: The centre dominates the streetscape with its high walls and
canopy, which shelters the clerestory windows. This makes the centre easily
identifiable within the community. The tower element of the entrance gives prominence
to the entrance and the public square. This is a civic centre because of its aesthetic
juxtaposition to the existing urban environment. The interior of the centre contrasts the
exterior, and is child-oriented with the walkways that create a sense of intimacy. The
interior is transparent and creates visual links to ensure easy supervision of the
children (Joubert, 2009:266).
Robustness: The classrooms can be opened to form a large, single-volume space for
community gatherings, with sliding doors that provide different class configurations.

Fig. 3.6: Street Perspective & Elevation (author)

Important patterns from precedent:
•

Small Square as public private interface

•

Building as boundary / hard edge

•

Covered walkways as passages

•

Hierarchical placement of open space ensures privacy and security
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3.4 Precedent 3:
Meetse-A-Bophelo Primary School
Location: Mamelodi, South Africa
Architects: Geldenhuys & Jooste Architects
The Meetse-A-Bophelo Primary School is the first of 10 schools built by ArcelorMittal
South Africa, in underprivileged areas around the country. The project’s aim is
promoting the use of light-weight steel and Arval panels in domestic buildings. The
multi-coloured panels contain a polyurethane foam filling and are simply inserted into
the structural steel framework, making for faster construction (ArcelorMittal)
Analysis:
Hierarchical space: The school is grouped around three private courtyards,
surrounded by classrooms. The courtyards spill out onto a roofed seating area with a
central kitchen. This central open food hall is the heart of the school, with all functions
radiating from this central gathering space. The library and administrative office also
connect to this central gathering space. The school functions like a typical school, and
has been set back from the street with a fence that isolates it from the community.
General passers-by are excused for missing the school, as the school has no presence
on the street edge.

Fig. 3.7: Spatial Layout plan & analysis (author)
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Scale and legibility: The Meetse-A-Bophelo Primary School is situated on a busy
street in Mamelodi. The school is setback from the busy street edge to create a
protected space for learning and playing. The school building is not prominent on the
street edge and rather focuses on the inside, with no public-private interactions. The
courtyards with their covered walkways create an intimate courtyard atmosphere, on
the scale of the primary school pupils. The trees that still have to grow will enhance this
even further and will soften the paved courtyards.

Fig. 3.8: Courtyard view (author)

Robustness: The layout of separate, private courtyards allows for diverse functions
surrounding each courtyard, which allows for alternative uses if the need arises. The
structural system allows for fast construction, but specialist contractors must be hired
should the structure require any alterations in the future. The system is reusable, and if
needed, recyclable. The open-air gathering space can easily be adapted and converted
for any envisaged future uses.

Important patterns from precedent:
•

Central gathering space with radiating functions

•

Fully enclosed courtyards with different uses surrounding them

•

Tectonics challenge existing school building practices and shows that a
comfortable, sustainable school building does not have to be brick and mortar
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3.5 Precedent 4:
Usasazo Secondary School
Location: Khayelitsha, South Africa
Architects: Noero Wolff Architects
The site for the school is situated in a denslypopulated informal settlement, where the
scarcity of land required the project to occupy the smallest posible footprint, allowing
residual land to be used as a communal sports field, as well as for productive
agricultural use (Deckler et al., 2006:87). Entrepreneurial classes for appliance repair,
vehicle maintenance, home economics and similar skills, constitute the main
community component. The classes connect to the street edge as shops with roll-up
door service hatches, where products made in class can be sold to the public. The
space created by moving these classes to the street edge can be used for the other
community facilities. Joubert (2009:270) contends that the Usasazo Secondary School
establishes a new benchmark for South African schools in terms of the urban
intervention, teaching model, and contextual response.
Analysis:
Hierarchical Space: The Usasazo Secondary School is designed around an internal
green street with trees and seating benches. This internal street connects the street on
one side with the school hall, and sports field that is located to the back of the site.

Fig. 3.9: Spatial Layout plan & analysis (author)
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The main roadside edge of the school is defined by classrooms/workshops that serve
as small shops to the public street, with counters where goods that were made in the
workshops are sold to the public. Classrooms shield and define the private courtyards.
The project circulation space has a similar character to the surrounding informal
settlement. (Deckler et al., 2006:89).
Scale and Legibility: The school takes on the scale of the surrounding street context
at street level, with a larger building located at the back in the site. The defined
entrance is the only element that breaks the single-storey streetscape. The street
façade mimics the fragmented articulation of the surrounding context (Deckler et al.,
2006:89).

Fig. 3.10: Street elevation (author)

Robustness: Almost all the facilities at the school are multi-use. The most visible multiuse facilities are the entrepreneurial classes, which can function as commercial
entities. The general classes have been designed for flexible use. Large classes can
be divided with sliding doors, allowing for multiple class configurations and teaching
situations. The library and school hall are both accessible to the public at stipulated or
predetermined times, which enhances the robustness of this project. The sports field
and agricultural elements of the project remain part of the public domain, and further
improve the long-term sustainability of the project.

Fig. 3.11: Commercial street edge (author)
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Important patterns from precedent:
•

Workshops as public/ private interface

•

Buildings as hard edge on street

•

Internal green street as main organising element

•

Multi-use facilities grouped around an internal street

3.6 Relevant principles learnt from precedents
Building as hard edge

Prominent entrance.

In three of the precedents the buildings form Prominent entrances allow for more legible
the edge of the school without the need for a and accessible facilities.
fence that encloses the entire site
Common space connecting different

Building complex

uses
Common space connects different uses.

In contrast to European and American

The common space can be a communal

examples, school buildings are organised as

gathering space or a green internal street,

separate building functions, grouped around

which allows for movement through the

open spaces that have large, monolithic

school without disturbing private areas

structures with internal roofed open spaces.

Multi-use, adaptable space

Hierarchical open space, multiple
courtyards

Spaces are designed for flexibility and multi- The smallest of the precedents have two
use by utilising moveable internal walls and

courtyards, with different levels of privacy

spaces that can be opened to both public,

allowing for simultaneous occupation by

and private areas.

different uses.

Active edge

Materials

The public edge is activated by activities.

The material pallets are kept basic, with

These activities range from the most basic

colour and contrast to context distinguishing

(the provision of seating), to more

the project from its surroundings.

integrated approaches (commercial
entities) and visually and physically
permeable edges..
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4 Analysis and appraisal of the context
4.1 Cosmos Country
Bethal is located on the Highveld of Mpumalanga, in an area that is known as Cosmos
Country. The region was traditionally known for farming, but coal and gold mines and
power stations now dominate the once green landscape. Many new coal mines are in
the process of opening near Bethal in the next few years, and with some of the mines
having a life expectancy of almost 30 years, the foreseeable future looks to be a bright
one even if only in economic terms. The influx of people looking for employment in
these sectors will probably result in a population growth that exceeds the projected 2%.

4.2 Bethal
Bethal is a typical example of a small town in the county. Emzinoni, township adjacent
to Bethal, has far outgrown the original town that sustained it, and is now fuelled by the
mining sector in the area. The illogical growth and sprawl pattern is stretching the
municipal boundaries beyond what is sustainable, and is one of the reasons for the
neglect in many of the areas in and around the township. New, self-sufficient urban
nodes must be created to facilitate high-density development. Emzinoni’s growth must
be consolidated and structured to facilitate a healthy and prosperous future.

Fig. 4.1: Regional map, Bethal & Emzinoni (original image from google earth manipulated by author)
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4.3 Urban framework and surrounding neighbourhood
The urban landscape surrounding the site is a familiar sight in many South African
townships. Small, single-occupancy sites with single-storey houses, some no more
than a sheet metal shack with a mud floor, next to a tiled roof house with plastered
brick walls and disproportionately large pre-cast concrete entrance columns. Any large
open space not occupied by a dirt soccer field is soon occupied by the ever-growing
vagrant population, who seek a better life and a place to stay closer to work.

Fig. 4.2: Urban Framework, Bethal & Emzinoni (original image from google earth manipulated by author)

Formalised settlement is provided with electricity, water and a connection to the sewer
infrastructure. Dirt roads are the norm, and tarred or paved roads only serve the main
arteries. You often get the impression that infrastructure provided here was provided
and left, with many of the dirt roads in a better condition than the tarred roads. The
main access road is rundown and there is no sidewalk.
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Pedestrians and passengers travelling between Emzinoni and the town centre of
Bethal are in a precarious position due to the condition of infrastructure and the forced
reliance on expensive transport. The inhabitants’ quality of life of can be vastly
improved by improving the pedestrian experience and the state of the roads. However,
almost everyone in this area has to travel daily due to that fact that proper services are
not provided in Emzinoni.
Provision of services will reduce the need for travel. The inhabitants of Emzinoni have
limited funds that can be used for other expenses than transport. The proposed
development places services in Emzinoni, and incorporates improved transportation
infrastructure for the mutual benefit of the services connected to a wider community,
and for the residents that need to commute to other areas

4.4 Site analysis

Fig. 4.3: Proposed site, Emzinoni (original image from google earth manipulated by author)

The selected site is next to the main access route that runs through the township. The
majority of the traffic terminates at the southern end of the site, where the largest
percentage of the taxis and busses stop on the site, across from the clinic. There is
also a high volume of pedestrian traffic crossing the site to and from the surrounding
community. The only commercial facility (excluding spaza shops), is the small
supermarket on the southern edge of the site. The clinic is one of the few community
facilities, and is also situated on the southern side of the site. The clinic also
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contributes to this site already being part of the community centre, even though the
only current contribution is an open dirt soccer field. This site is ideally placed within
the neighbourhood structure, and will help facilitate the envisaged aim of the project; to
incorporate the school into the community. The proposed project seeks to reinforce the
position of the site within the community.

4.5 Climate and geography
Bethal is situated on the Highveld, with cold winters and mild summers. Afternoon
showers are expected in summer, and cold misty mornings, with clear, blue-sky days
are expected in winter. The prevailing winds are from the east. The site is situated on a
ridge, with very few structures or natural wind breaks sheltering the site. The soil
conditions in this area are generally an expanding clay soil, which requires mass
excavation or raft foundations.

4.6 Socio-economic conditions impacting on the design
The socio-economic conditions in South African townships are the main driving force
and inspiration for this thesis project. Township receive limited funds for development,
therefore any planned development must attempt to incorporate more than one basic
need, resulting in an integrated community project that can facilitate community growth
and improvement, acting as a catalyst for future growth.
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5. Brief, programme and accommodation
5.1. Aesthetic and functional requirements
In order for the project to be truly sustainable, it should be constructed of lowmaintenance, readily available materials. To this end, the use of clay face brick
construction has been chosen, due to its low maintenance, cost and hard-wearing
nature. Different materials, ranging from timber cladding to colourful ceramic tiles on
the walls, highlight the proposed transition space. Different paving materials in different
areas distinguish one part of the school from another.

5.2. Response to context
The building will have a civic presence within the community, with the library and
auditorium as main functions. The rest of the school is divided into clusters, reducing
the scale to a more pedestrian-orientated environment. The use of a village typology
seeks to mimic the surrounding context by not providing a uniform scale and façade
treatment, forming a diverse range of environments surrounding the school edge.

5.3. Bylaws and town planning regulations
The proposed school far surpasses the basic minimum standards for schools, as set by
the government. In terms of local planning regulations, the bylaws state that a site for a
secondary school may not be smaller than 4 hectares, and that the school must
conform to the 6m setback and building lines, as per the Govan Mbeki Municipality
town-planning scheme. The prescribed building lines are 6m. The proposed site is
larger than the 4 hectares restriction, and with the envisioned inclusion of the greenbelt
to the west of the site, the site is comfortably large enough.

5.4. Type of structure
The general soil conditions in the area are classified as expansive clay, which requires
that either a raft foundation be used, or that mass excavation be done to remove all the
clay. In general, the use of a raft foundation is preferred, as the cost of removing the
clay to between 1,5m and 2m, becomes too expensive. The structure on the raft
foundation slabs must be a reinforced concrete column and beam construction, with
clay brick infill panels. The roof is concealed fixed IBR chromadek sheeting, on steel
purlins and rafters.
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5.5. Measures to achieve sustainability
Sustainability is at the core of the design. Passive solar principles are used with natural
daylighting to reduce energy usage. Rainwater harvesting systems are incorporated
with a greywater system, to supply water to the toilets, and for general irrigation of the
grounds.

5.6. Accommodation list
The accommodation list sets out the proposed facilities for a school of 800 learners.
Additional facilities are included to reinforce the envisaged community integration aim.
Many of these additional facilities are found at other schools, but in this case, the sizes
of facilities are increased to accommodate the intended community use.
The accommodation is not classified as private (school) or public facilities, as the main
aim is to enable the largest portion of the facilities to be used as multi-use facilities.
Facilities classified as multi-use encompass spaces that are used by different groups at
different times, while other multi-use facilities may be used simultaneously by the
school and the public; and this cohabitation must to be accommodated.
The accommodation schedule and school design aims to allow for maximum
integration and multi-use of facilities, but this goal can only be fully obtainable if the
school is managed in this manner. Many of the envisaged multi-uses will have to be
managed by the school, or groups that support the school, to fulfil its full potential
within the community. The design aims to set the stage and provide the framework to
allow for this interaction between school and community.
Until recently, no standard and regulations for the provision of school facilities existed
in South Africa. On the 29th of November 2013, the first regulations dealing with the
minimum norms and standards for public school infrastructure were published in the
Government Gazette. The accommodation of this proposed school fully complies with
this minimum standard.
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ACCOMMODATION
CLASSROOMS

REQUIREMENTS

AREA

NOTES
2

15 x general classes
1 x music class/multi use room
1 x multi-purpose media room
2 x technical classes:
2 x home economics
4 x biology & science labs
1 x art class
1 x computer science class

60-80m
80-100m2
100m2
100m2
100m2
100m2
100m2
100m2

ADMINISTRATION

reception and lobby
general admin (open plan)
teachers’ lounge & kitchen
first aid (sick room)
printing room
2x offices (principal & deputy)
4x head of department office
1x office for community liaison
filing store
general store

20m2
50m2
60m2
20m2
15m2
2x 25m2
4 x 15m2
20m2
10m2
15m2

AUDITORIUM

open seating area with
removable seating
stage.
toilets/dressing room
backstage/multi-use
room/rehearsal area

25 classes for 800
Pupils

800m2
90-180m2
100m2
100m2

SPORT
FACILITIES

soccer field
dressing room
pavilion/seating

Standard
2 x100m2

LIBRARY

reception
administration
storage
toilets
2x classroom/multi-use room
study area/reading area
general library shelving

20m2
25m2
20m2
60-80m2
-

REFUSE AREA

office
collection area/sorting area
storage and pickup

GENERAL
SCHOOL

toilets
general storage:
sporting equipment
gardening/ground keeping.
cleaners store
kitchen (school feeding scheme)
roofed seating area (lunch area)

20m2
-

Allow workshops to be used
as after school, the
opportunity for selling goods
from the workshops is
accommodated. Home
economic classes are used in
a similar manner.
- The computer lab is available
to the public and is grouped as
a library service.

Backstage area to be used as
a multi-use classroom and the
auditorium for public events,

Sports facilities are open to
the community and
incorporated into the green
community space.
The public may use part of the
library during school hours,
and the rest of the library is
open to everyone during the
rest of the day.

The refuse area incorporates
the existing recycling point
and is incorporated into the
school
The Kitchen for the school
feeding scheme is also used
for the community soup
kitchen after school hours
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6 Design Concept and Development
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6.1 Concept: The building as a threshold.
In architecture, the threshold can be a grand statement or a subtle transition. A
threshold can be an abrupt change from a busy street, to the quiet tranquillity of a
cathedral. A threshold can be open and inviting, or it can be unpleasant and
unapproachable. The threshold can be systematic, becoming a transition space that is
more than just a singular entity, but a definable space in itself.
The proposed concept, illustrated in figures 6.1 and 6.2, sees the building becoming
the threshold between the public and the private, with the transition space becoming a
place for interaction between the school and the community.

Fig. 6.1: Concept, Building as Threshold (author)

The entrances are transition spaces, with unique materials to highlight the different
entrances and make them easily identifiable. These transition spaces occur throughout
the project when moving between different spaces.

Fig. 6.2: Transition Spaces (author)
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6.2 Design development
6.2.1

Basic spatial development

The following section presents the project development, from initial ideas to a resolved
spatial block model. Notes identify problems, realisations and conclusions gained from
each consecutive step. The development may not always seem linear, as at some
points the project moves in a different direction because new research contributed to
the design, or as a certain conclusion was reached, or issue solved.
•

Reinforce existing
pedestrian paths

•

Building as
threshold between
public and private

•

Hierarchy of open
space

•

Integration of multiuse facilities

•

Basic program
organisation

•

Isolated Pubic
square

•

Fragmented
facilities

•

Open private space

•

Security/ lack of
spatial enclosure

•

Pubic square
connected to node

•

Multi-use facilities
as main threshold

•

Greenbelt as
transition/buffer
zone

•

Improved spatial
enclosure
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•

Earth sheltered
building as
extended play area

•

Buildings as
threshold and
spatial separator

•

Scale used to
identify public
buildings

•

Development of
scale and spatial
hierarchy

•

Improved enclosure
of public square

•

Limited enclosed
playground space

•

Improved exterior
spaces

•

Security/access
control

•

Classroom
orientation

•

Feasibility of earth
sheltered buildings

•

Fragmented
facilities lack
legibility

•

Village typology
appropriate for
township context

•

Improved spatial
hierarchy

•

Threshold spaces
on edge offer more
opportunities

•

Entrance not easily
legible

•

Pathways visually
connect private
courtyards

•

Threshold space
defined by building
and landscaped
buffer area

•

Legibility improved
by central entrance

•

Public space better
defined

•

More legible
entrance

•

Improved legibility
of multi-use
facilities

•

Transition spaces
almost completely
surrounding the
school
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6.2.2

Massing model

After the initial sketch development, a conceptual massing model was generated to
form basic ideas of scale, sizing of buildings, the spatial relationship of open space,
and the connection of different spaces. The scale of the building is used to emphasise
the civic nature of the school buildings, especially the facilities that will be used by the
community and the school. To this end, the buildings lining the public square have
prominence in scale, with the scale of buildings lining the street edge rising the closer
they are to the main public square.

The wide movement corridors serve more than one function.
•

They bring life from the larger spaces to the courtyards, allowing for covered
passage throughout the school.

•

They spatially enclose the semi-private courtyards.

•

They are the main
thresholds, with most of
them incorporating
entrances through the
use of sliding walls, to
allow the school to be
opened up to the
community after school
hours.
Fig. 6.3: Walkways (author)
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The threshold space surrounding the school has different functional uses, which
facilitate the transition from public, to private school facility. The functional
requirements are:
•

Public Square: Gathering space, with the main pedestrian entrance to the school.
This is also the main link to the taxi stop. The auditorium also connects to the public
square.

•

Events Square: Situated between the soccer field and the tuck shop. This square
would be a hive of activity for spectators during soccer games.

•

Trading Corridor: The main pedestrian route flanks around this side of the school.
This is the reason for the areas’ zoning as an informal trading area. Provision is
made for stalls with small seating areas along the pedestrian route, to take refuge
from the sun or bad weather. This area also forms a buffer form the noise of the
street .

•

Greenbelt. This area forms a buffer between the busy street and the library. The
area is a green refuge from the busy street, with landscaped berms, seating, and
benches in the shade.

•

Market Square: This area allows for an informal market that connects to the
workshop classrooms. It also is also the main entrance to the recycling facility, and
can be developed over time (the open site across from it is earmarked for medium
to high-density, multi-use, commercial, and residential areas).
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The main square features the school parade ground, with smaller gathering spaces to
allow for a multitude of engagement opportunities. These spaces can be a small,
shaded bench or a sunny corner to sit in the winter sun. Trees and planters with
seating shape the courtyard space on the road edge. The playground has lawn areas
with the school’s food gardens. The food court is a shaded area with benches and
tables, a portion of the area is roofed.

Classroom clusters form the private courtyards. The clusters are single-storey to the
north, to allow for the penetration of the winter sun. Large deciduous shade trees will
be planted in the centre of the courtyards to shield the courtyard from the summer sun
while allowing the winter sun. The private courtyards are connected by wide, roofed
walkways.
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The multi-use facilities are placed around the active edge to allow effortless use for
school or public. The library and school hall form the solid edge of the public square.
The administration and public liaison office is located at the main entrance. Each of the
clusters have their own ablution facilities. The classrooms are placed to the interior of
the school for improved insulation from the busy streetscape.

Fig. 6.4: Food Courtyard(author)

Fig. 6.5: Courtyards(author)
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6.2.3

Threshold and threshold space

The threshold space is the transition space between the public spaces, moving through
the threshold or entrances, into the semi-private and private courtyards of the school.
These transition spaces are informal interaction areas that integrate the school into the
neighbourhood. The thresholds or entrances are highly visible and memorable portals.
Different materials are used to highlight these entrances and to improve legibility. Each
entrance is identified through the use of different materials, and have various functions.
Some of the entrances are seating or waiting areas, some are highly visible passages,
while others are gathering places.
6.2.4

Envelope Design

The following section directly applies the information obtained in section 2.3 Issue 3:
Bioclimatic design for schools, in order to generate edge sections and other
components of the envelope, which guide and inform design decisions. The edge
sections are of classrooms, as this is the main function of the building. Calculation for
window openings and daylighting is also included, as these are core design issues that
need to be considered for the design of the envelope.
A study of the climatic conditions in South African classrooms (Gibberd & Motsatsi:
2013) shows that existing classrooms have two main climate issues that must be
addressed, namely lighting levels and regulating of temperature. The study was
conducted on a typical classroom (Fig.6.11). In the study classroom, the lighting levels
were below the 200 lux minimum for 63% of the desk positions, and the interior heat
level well-exceeded the 28°C maximum.

Fig 6.11 Classroom used for research (Gibberd & Motsatsi: 2013. 4)
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A general classroom of 7,5m x 10m will be used for the purpose of the calculations.
•

Ventilation: A minimum ratio of 5% of floor area must be openable window
area to comply with regulations for natural ventilation. Gibberd and Motsatsi
(2013, 3) prove that the test classroom has a openable area of windows of
close to 20%, and even though the classroom was over populated with a total
44 learners (35 learners is standard), the carbon dioxide levels remained
acceptable due to sufficient ventilation. The downside to the large ventilation
area is that the temperature of the classroom closely follows the external
temperature levels.
An openable window area of 15% (11,25m2) is proposed to allow sufficient
ventilation, but reduce heat load and loss.

•

Daylight: Existing schools make use of a horizontal row of windows that flank
the classroom on two sides, but the new SANS 204 legislation prohibits this
practice unless expensive insulated glass is used to reduce heat loss and
excessive solar gain. The study shows that increased window sizes allow for
sufficient daylighting. To overcome this, a combination of glazing materials is
proposed. The louvered ventilation windows should be 6mm laminated safety
glass, with large glazed areas of polycarbonate glazing panel system. The
Marlon Click Fix 1040 system is a 40mm multi-wall polycarbonate sheet with a
thermal value of 0,99W/m2K, 52% light transmission, and a 0,42 solar heat gain
coefficient. This system far surpasses most glazing materials, is also cost–
effective, and is available in a range of panel colours

Design Proposal
A variety of window and glazing panel configurations were investigated with the final
proposal shown giving the best lighting quality. The 75m2 classroom can accommodate
33,92m2 glazing, which is 45% glazing to floor area ratio, which is significantly higher
than the regulated 15% (SANS 10400-XA: 10) Calculations proving compliance with
the allowed conductance and solar heat gain factors are available in Appendix A.
The calculations for the daylight factor is done using VELUX Daylight Visualizer 2, a
validated daylight simulator software, available from the Velux website as a free
download - (http://www.velux.com/daylight/visualizers).
Fig 6.12 shows the typical classroom perspective rendering with the fenestration
percentages as calculated.
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Fig. 6.12. Typical classroom design proposal (author)

Fig. 6.13 Daylight factor visualisation of typical classroom(author)

Fig. 6.14 Lux visualisation for 21 December of typical classroom (author)
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7 Design presentation
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7.1 Site plan

01. Future multi-use development.
02. Vehicle entrance and parking.
03. Proposed access road with provision for convenient pedestrian usage, public
transport in the form of bus shelters is also provided.
04. Block F: Recycling building with refuse area and store rooms for the school.
05. Shaded gathering place on the convergence of paths.
06. Green area as a buffer zone between the recycling building and its surroundings.
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07. Trading Square.
08. Block E: Workshops and technical classrooms.
09. School playground.
10. Small Square: Waiting are with direct access to the workshop building for after
school classes.
11. Block C: General classrooms.
12. Informal trading framework area.
13. On street parallel parking for pick-up and drop-off.
14. Block D: General classrooms.
15. Secondary access to school with a waiting are.
16. Main school square.
17. School hall.
18. Planters form a safe and dedicated space for pedestrians. The planters have
widened edges for seating and form informal gathering places.
19. Main public square.
20. The site’s connection to the community is improved through pedestrian crossings
and cobbled paving road sections.
21. Existing medical clinic.
22. Bus stops.
23. Taxi rank.
24. Existing area zoned for a green belt is to be upgraded and the soccer field is to
form part of this public green space.
25. 375 kl semi submerged storm water reservoir.
26. Staff and visitors entrance from parking area.
27. Block B: Dining area and kitchens.
28. Sport field / Soccer field.
29. Change rooms and spectator stand.
30. Events gate and square with access to tuck shop
31. Main Entrance to, reception, library and school hall.
32. Block A: Library with school administration and offices.
33. Grass seating embankment.
34. Buffer zone between library and busy streetscape.
35. Park / Green belt incorporating sport field.
36. Shaded gathering place on the convergence of paths.
37. Restricted access through the use of bollard in open areas.
38. Bus shelter
39. Existing shop
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7.2 Edges and entrances

1

Small square and entrance to workshops

2

Entrance from school parking area

3

Shaded seating and trading area

4

Shaded gathering and secondary access

5

Events area entrance and transition space

6

Main entrance shared by the library, school hall and administration reception

7

Main public square

8

Shaded seating in buffer zone between street and school buildings

9

Taxi rank
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Aerial views over the entire school
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7.3 Floor Plans
7.3.1

School Hall

The school hall is available for public use
and forms the one edge of the public
square to the south. The building envelope
consists of a multi-wall polycarbonate
glazing system that is translucent and
allows the light and movement in the hall to
be seen from the Public Square and
adjacent street. There is various shaded
and sheltered public seating spaces around the building. The envelope is designed for
natural ventilation and daylight natural lighting to reduce energy consumption.
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7.3.2

Library: Block A

The library is the most prominent building
on the school ground and frames the main
shared entrance to the school. The library
is also the only school facility that has a
dedicated public area that is accessible
throughout the day. The entrance to the
library is situated in the courtyard and is
split between the public and school
entrance
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7.3.3

Classrooms: Block B

Block B houses the kitchen and dining area
of the school with serving hatches that open
to the events square to allow spectators to
purchase refreshments from the tuck shop.
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7.3.4

Classrooms: Block C

Block C is a typical classrooms block with
functions grouped around a naturally
shaded courtyard and walkways
connecting to other courtyard buildings.
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7.3.5

Classrooms: Block D

Block D consist of standard classrooms but
the building edge to the east forms a shaded
space for an informal market. The class
rooms that flank this area have high level
windows for ventilation and the glazing
panels are opaque.
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7.3.6

Classrooms: Block E

Block E is the technical classrooms and
workshop area, the workshops open to the
trading square to the north to allow for
trading from the workshops. The workshops
can also be accessed from the small square
to the south for after school classes.
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7.3.7

Classrooms: Block F

Block F houses the existing recycling facility
on the site. The block also houses the
schools refuse areas and store rooms.
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8 Technical review
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8.1 Structural analysis
The general soil conditions in the area are classified as expansive clay, which requires
that either a raft foundation be used, or that mass excavation be done to remove all the
clay. In general, the use of a raft foundation is preferred, as the cost of removing the
clay to between 1,5m and 2m, becomes too expensive. The structure on the raft
foundation slabs must be a reinforced concrete column and beam construction, with
clay brick infill panels. The roof is concealed fixed IBR chromadek sheeting, on steel
purlins and rafters
The following section shows a typical section through a classroom. This area was
chosen for the technical review as it forms the most frequently used details throughout
the school.
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8.2 Edge Details
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8.3 Key details
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9 Conclusion
The focus of this thesis is the design of a school that is be able to meet more of the
community’s needs than the typical school in a South African township would.
Throughout the design and research, this idea is always the defining principle.
The issues that have been chosen as focus areas are the most prevalent or obvious
areas of concern, but the process of this thesis has demonstrated that the issues
affecting public buildings in townships are all very similar. This is true for any building
type, whether it be a school, clinic, or library. Due to the current conditions in South
African townships, each new building has to address a wider array of needs, and can
contribute substantially to the quality of life of the users. This sustainable contribution
applies not only to the daily users of the building, but also to the surrounding
community that can be indirectly uplifted by the improved urban environment.
Generous and vibrant urban environments that connect the entire township could result
from sustainable buildings. Townships offer greater opportunities to create these
environments, than existing towns and urban centres where the built environment has
already been formed, and change is often very difficult.
This thesis has made me very aware of the great potential and responsibility of future
development in South Africa. In particular, my view of the townships that are such a
dominating and generally negatively perceived element found throughout the country. It
has dramatically changed and challenged my ideas and perceptions. When we page
through the glossy architectural magazines we so often see European or American
examples of buildings found in urban environments that are very far removed from our
own reality, but it is within this that I have found inspiration. We live in a county with
more opportunities for great interventions than in any other place, we also find
ourselves in a time that architecture can play a profound forming role that can create a
lasting urban environment that can take the negative and temporary of the past and
turn it into a positive and lasting legacy.
Through the research it has also become very clear to me that an architect can design
with the best intent, but that in most circumstances if the management of the services
are not also addressed the project will not fulfil its potential. This problem can also be
compounded further to a point where the services are in such a bad condition and state
of repair that the day-to-day use of the building becomes very difficult. This was the
main reason for incorporating mainly passive sustainable measures as to remove as
much of the maintenance and upkeep or management of the systems.
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There is definitely additional research needed in the area of upgrading and retrofitting
existing schools and even in adapting existing schools so that they may be opened to
the community. Throughout the research that I have done for this thesis it was obvious
that many of the main issues plaguing classroom design in terms of user comfort levels
can be solved and significantly improved through the implementation of basic building
upgrades.
My hope is that this thesis will influence someone to realise that the implementation of
basic principles can transform a building, used by thousands of people every day, into
a delight, and improve more than merely the skyline.
.
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Appendices
Energy efficiency fenestration calculation:
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